Introduction
Energetic ion transport is an active area of interest for magnetically confined fusion research with particular relevance to ITER [1] . Fusion produced alpha particles will excite a spectrum of Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) [2] in ITER that may, in turn, affect alpha confinement on time scales shorter than a slowing-down time. The resulting increase in alpha transport may reduce the self-heating ability of reactors, which would also reduce net energy gain.
Energetic ions are capable of experiencing radial transport from interactions with toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) [3, 4] and reversed-shear Alfvén eigenmodes (RSAEs) [5, 6] . In experiments, energetic ion sources include neutral beam injection and ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH). The first TAE experiments inferred losses of beam ions from drops in neutron emission [7, 8] . Measurements of direct losses to the walls were obtained shortly thereafter [9, 10] . Losses of ICRH tail ions due to TAEs were first measured by a neutralparticle analyzer [11] and by a poloidal array of scintillators [12] ; the latter work also studied beam ion losses. More recently, coherent oscillations of escaping ICRH tail ions at TAE frequencies have been observed [13] . For RSAEs, suppressed neutron rates during neutral beam injection correlate with mode activity [14, 15] . Coherent oscillations of escaping ICRH tail ions at RSAE frequencies have also been observed [16] . In plasmas that produced RSAEs using neutral beam injection only, however, no coherent beam ion losses at RSAE frequencies were observed [17] . That work found RSAEs contributed to beam ion redistribution in the core and likely increased the ability of TAEs to produce direct losses.
A series of experiments investigating AE-induced transport of neutral beam injected ions has been conducted on the DIII-D tokamak [18, 19] . The core energetic ion density profile is observed to flatten in the presence of AE activity [20, 21] . A new fast ion loss detector (FILD) [22] has since been commissioned to measure the energy and pitch angle of energetic ions lost to its position on the wall. In reversed-shear plasmas similar to those of the earlier experiments, FILD measurements demonstrate losses at TAE and RSAE frequencies. This result helps us to explain the previously observed energetic ion profile flattening. Furthermore, these results represent the first direct measurement of beam ion losses at RSAE frequencies.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 the experimental setup and diagnostics are presented. Focus is placed on the energy and pitch angle measurement of beam ions reaching a detector at the wall. Section 3 presents the observations of beam ion losses coherent with Alfvénic activity. Conclusions are presented in section 4, where implications for future energetic ion transport studies are discussed.
Diagnostics and plasma parameters
The energetic ion population in DIII-D (typical parameters of B T = 2.1 T, R = 1.66 m and a = 0.67 m) is produced by neutral beam injection from up to eight sources providing 2.5 MW injected power each. The geometry of these beams is shown in figure 1 . The beams are located at four different toroidal positions (φ = 30 • , 150 • , 210 • and 330 • ), with each unit housing a tangential (tangency radius R tan = 1.15 m) and a perpendicular (R tan = 0.74 m) injection line. Injection paths corresponding to each source are labeled in the figure according to whether they are the left or right source in the housing. The firing pattern of these beams determines the instantaneous pitch angle range (χ = v /v) of the energetic ion distribution. Additional variability is available from the 210 • beam that injects counter to the standard plasma current direction shown in figure 1 (χ < 0). The behavior and confinement of the beams is well understood experimentally [23] and is modeled by the NUBEAM [24, 25] module of TRANSP [26] to calculate heating and other parameters of interest.
A collection of diagnostics used in this research is also shown in figure 1. Radial profiles of energetic ion density and information concerning the distribution is measured by the vertical fast ion D α (FIDA) [27] system that views the 330 • -L neutral beam. This diagnostic measures Doppler shifted light emitted by energetic ions that charge exchange with beam injected neutrals. A neutron detection system [28] according to their energy (gyroradius) and pitch angle. Scintillator light passes through an optical train and out of the probe shaft where it is split between a slow charge-coupled device (CCD) camera sampled at 160 Hz and a fast photomultiplier tube (PMT) sampled at 1 MHz. Figure 2 demonstrates the important features of the FILD. Figure 2 An example ion orbit is shown passing through the aperture and striking the scintillator surface. The wide opening in the figure is the cutout of the graphite shield, while the collimating aperture is an Inconel slit inside of this shield that is <1 mm wide in the direction that resolves the gyroradius. Figure 2 (c) is a partially three-dimensional view of a narrow region near the probe head. The FILD graphite head is labeled and the orbits from figure 2(a) intersect at the position of the aperture (which is drawn oversize for clarity). The FILD features a linear translator that allows adjustment of its radial position. The edge of the graphite head is typically placed more than 10 cm away from the last closed flux surface to minimize heat load that may lead to carbon impurity contributions.
In the results presented here, AEs are excited by neutral beam injection during the plasma current ramp [29] . Figure 3 displays the evolution of plasma parameters in shot 142111. A total of 7.1 MW of neutral beam power is injected during the current ramp as shown in figure 3 (a). Electron density is plotted in figure 3 (b), where it is observed to rise quickly when neutral beam injection begins. Indicators of energetic ion confinement are shown in figure 3 (c). The FIDA density points are proportional to the energetic ion density [30] along the viewing chord at R = 1.80 m. The neutron rate is dominated by the beam-plasma production term and therefore represents beam ion confinement. In figure 3(c) these data are normalized to the classically expected values from TRANSP as developed in [20] . Both parameters are observed at values well below the expectation from classical transport alone, indicating the presence of an additional energetic ion transport mechanism.
Observed beam ion losses
A false color FILD camera frame from shot 142111 at t = 525 ms is shown in figure 4 labeling two regions of measured losses. Energetic ion losses measured by the FILD during this experiment include contributions from the convectively driven flux due to Alfvén eigenmodes and also from neutral beam prompt losses. Beam prompt losses occur when an injected neutral ionizes such that its first complete poloidal transit intersects the wall. Figure 4 shows prompt losses over the pitch angle range 60
The uncertainty in pitch angle is a combination of the intrinsic resolution of the diagnostic as calculated by the Monte Carlo strike map code EfipDesign [31] , and an additional contribution due to vibration of the initially installed optics platform. The three individual 'spots' of loss within this pitch angle range are centered on r L = 3.5, 2.3 and 1.7 cm and correspond to the full, one-half and one-third energy injection of the 210 • -L source beam, respectively. Prompt losses are used to validate FILD operation and are modeled considering the three-dimensional geometry between the beams and the diagnostic [32] .
By adjusting the zoom lens that focuses scintillator light onto the PMT-connected fiber optic it is possible to focus the PMT view onto a narrower region of the scintillator. During These losses occur at r L ≈ 3.5 cm, corresponding to ions of E ≈ 75 keV given the amplitude of the magnetic field at the FILD, B FILD = 1.5 T. The exposure time of the camera is 500 µs, which is short enough that a nearly constant set of AE frequencies is observed.
Power spectra demonstrating the presence of Alfvén eigenmodes and coherent energetic ion losses are shown in figure 6. Figure 6 electron density measurement from a laser interferometer [33] and aḂ-coil [34] . The activity occurring between approximately 50 and 100 kHz is a collection of toroidal and RSAEs. Figure 6(b) is an autopower spectrogram from the FILD PMT demonstrating coherent losses in the RSAE and TAE frequency ranges. The dashed vertical arrow marks the time slice of the FILD camera frame in figure 4 . The FILD spectrum shows that loss activity decreases steadily in time and is nearly zero by t = 800 ms. Figure 6 (a) further shows that the core Alfvén eigenmode spectrum transitions from mostly TAEs at early times to nearly all RSAEs after 600 ms. The AE activity is becoming more core localized as plasma current increases, while particle loss boundaries are moving outward, thereby reducing the ability of AEs to place beam ions directly onto loss orbits (i.e. convective losses decrease [16] ). Loss boundaries at t ≈ 525 ms and t ≈ 725 ms for ions of 80 keV energy in shot 142111 are shown in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively. These phase space contours describe orbits as a function of major radius position along the outer midplane. A dashed white line marks the innermost position for which loss orbits exist. During the earlier time shown in figure 7(a) , the position of q min (a proxy for AE location) is further out than the loss boundary and it is expected that convective AE-induced losses are more easily produced. For the later time shown in figure 7(b) , q min is inside of the loss boundary and convective losses are expected to decrease.
In addition to the Alfvén-induced loss activity above 60 kHz, the FILD spectrogram of figure 6(b) also displays coherent activity at lower frequencies. Prior to t = 400 ms there are losses at f ≈ 15 kHz, and a second and third harmonic, that are coherent with an observed energetic particle induced geodesic acoustic mode (EGAM) [35, 36] . The ion/EGAM interaction that leads to these losses is presently under investigation. Other apparent bursts of low frequency losses that extend down to zero frequency (e.g. appearing just before and after figure 8(b) . This interferometer data comes from a single chord passing through the plasma along the horizontal midplane. While there is little sign of TAEs in the interferometer spectra, these modes do still appear in the FILD spectra (e.g. the three nearly constant frequency features at 500 ms). A comparison between panels 8(a) and (b) shows that there are many instances in which an RSAE identified in the interferometer data does not produce FILD measured beam ion losses. It remains to be determined whether losses are being produced in another region of phase space for which there is no PMT view, or whether such losses may simply reach a different position on the outer wall of vessel. Future work adding more PMT views addresses the first point, while a new FILD installed just below the outer midplane will address the second.
A preliminary investigation of the interaction between beam ions and the excited AEs is conducted by way of simulation. The plasma equilibrium and Alfvén wave fields are provided as input to the Hamiltonian guiding center code ORBIT [37] , which then calculates the resulting path of beam ions due to these modes. The full poloidal structure of the wave fields is calculated by NOVA-K [38] using the radial eigenmode profile from temperature fluctuations measured by an electron cyclotron emission diagnostic [39] . Resonance between the ions and the modes is achieved when [2, 40] 
where ω is the Alfvén eigenmode frequency, n (m) is the toroidal (poloidal) mode number, l is a quantum number and modeling. The coordinate system in ORBIT is defined by flux surfaces and does not extend beyond the separatrix, meaning that simulated ions are defined to be lost when they reach the separatrix. This class of particles does not necessarily represent ions that are lost to the wall. To extend the applicability of ORBIT simulations to losses, a gyrocenter orbit code that works in real space has been incorporated. The implementation takes the properties of ORBIT ions at the position where they intersect the separatrix and uses that information to compute a gyrocenter orbit across a full poloidal transit. If this ion trajectory intersects the wall, then the ion is recorded as lost. Figure 9 presents an example of the simulation result. The solid line is an ORBIT calculated gyrocenter trajectory of an ion with E = 75 keV and χ = 0.66 (pitch at the FILD, though the ion begins on a counter-current passing orbit) as simulated by ORBIT in the presence of a spectrum of AEs. The total time elapsed along this trajectory is t < 400 µs, demonstrating that the transport process may be studied in a fixed equilibrium. Interaction between the ion and the AEs results primarily in the reduction in the ion's toroidal canonical momentum (δP φ /P φ ≈ 14%). Ion energy changes much less (δE/E ≈ 2%), which is expected since the observed losses occur at energies corresponding to the full neutral beam energy. The dashed line connecting to the ORBIT evolved path represents the separately calculated wallstrike path using the properties of the ion at its intersection with the separatrix. This part of the trajectory intersects a small rectangle encompassing the FILD aperture (×). The rectangle defines the simulated FILD region: any ion that passes through this region is considered a FILDdetectable ion. The properties of this simulated ion are consistent with FILD measurements. Details of this work and the comparison between measured and simulated losses are given in [41] .
Conclusion
In summary, convective losses of beam ions due to Alfvén eigenmode activity have been measured with a scintillator detector in reversed-shear DIII-D plasmas. These observations indicate the AE-induced losses likely contributed to the previously observed flattening of the energetic ion density profile [20, 21] . The first observations of beam ion losses coherent with RSAEs are also presented. Other experiments have shown that ICRH tail ions can be directly expelled by RSAEs [16] , and that energetic ion losses increase in situations where RSAE existence regions overlap with TAE regions [14, 16] . The present results demonstrate that the energetic ion distribution produced in ICRH plasmas is not a requirement to satisfy the relevant resonance condition for convective RSAE losses. One suggestion to reduce RSAE-influenced losses is to operate with equilibria that place q min outside the range in which RSAEs are able to transition to TAEs [14] . The results presented here suggest that a general emphasis should be placed on keeping q min and AE radial extent inside of the energetic ion loss boundary. Simulation of beam ion interactions with a spectrum of AEs illustrates a possible trajectory evolution from a confined passing ion to a FILD-detectable loss on a large banana orbit. Future work should perform simulations using a larger number of Monte Carlo particles with the aim of providing adequate statistics in the perturbation field of a single RSAE. Given that RSAEs can be excited due to the equilibrium perturbation of sawtooth crashes [42] , it is important to consider that they may be capable of contributing to the energetic ion transport observed in sawtoothing plasmas [43, 44] . Ongoing investigations of sawtooth-induced transport [45, 46] will be able to incorporate energetic ion loss measurements and core transport measurements simultaneously.
